Ace® Raptor™ X Portable Workstation/Server
Next Generation Powerhouse Notebook with RAID and enterprise security features

Maximum Performance

- Next Generation Intel® Core™ i9-9900K or Xeon® E3 Series processors
- Gorgeous 17.3” WUXGA or 4K High Definition Display
- Memory: up to 128GB; DDR4 ECC (with Xeon) or non-ECC (with i7/i9); 4x SODIMM sockets
- Storage: up to 22TB of storage with five physical drives 3x M.2 NVMe PCIe x4 + 2x 2.5” SATA3)
- Interchangeable Video - GeForce/Radeon/Quadro Series - Never obsolete
- Built in GIG Lan, 802.11AC, Bluetooth, eSATA
- I/O Ports: 1x Thunderbolt 3.0; 5x USB 3.1; miniDP; HDMI 2.0; Mic in; Headphone S/PDIF out; Line-in; Line out; RJ-45 / LAN; Intel vPro Supported
- Thunderbolt 3.0; 5x USB 3.1; miniDP; HDMI 2.0; Mic in; Headphone S/PDIF out; Line-in; Line out; RJ-45 / LAN
- TPM 2.0 Module and SmartCard Reader for Extra Security
- Integrated High Definition Audio
- HDMI/DVI/Displayport available for external display connectivity
- Excellent as THE Ultimate Gaming Laptop or Mobile Workstation/Server, Mobile Forensic Workstation
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